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A few hours ago, Sherry Carne would have sworn that vampires didnâ€™t exist. Thatâ€™s before
rogue immortals rampage through her store, leaving bloody chaos (literally) in their wake. The kicker
comes when Sherry learns that one of the vamps on the bad guysâ€™ trail may be her life mate.
Her head says itâ€™s impossible. The rest of her takes one look at Basileios Argeneau and has
much more interesting ideas.Whatever Basil expected in a life mate, funny, outspoken Sherry
isnâ€™t it. But mind-blowing chemistry and instinct donâ€™t lie. They tell him something else,
tooâ€”that Sherryâ€™s connection to the immortal world goes deeper than she knows. And that
sheâ€™s in the kind of danger only Basil can save her fromâ€”if sheâ€™ll just trust him, now and
forever . . .
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I have never written a bad review until now. In this case Ms. Sands has gone a step too
far.****SPOILER ALERT*****First, the minor problems:1. If a writer is going to write an ongoing
story, he/she needs to keep track of all the characters and their backstory. First, Elvi's friend is
named Mabel, not Hazel. Secondly, since when does Victor drink bagged blood? He and his son,

Vincent, have a genetic problem and as a result they can only driink blood "off the hoof." Was a cure
discovered? Next, Elvi's outburst about Sherry not mentioning that she saw Leonius was completely
understandable as it was noted in her book (The Accidental Vampire), that she lost her daughter in
a car accident! Somebody should have put the pieces together and tell Sherry. Instead, Elvi makes
an apology stating she was worried about her "daughter" Stephanie.2. Basil was the first Argeneau
that I didn't really like. He was bland and his relationship with Sherry was bland. There were no
dilemmas, angst, fights or misunderstandings - just "let's have sex to find out if we are lifemates." It
sounds like they were part of a lab experiment. And the sex scenes were so boring that I almost
nodded off (even the mild bondage scene was boring). And 26 children....Really???? I understand
that having a child would give him something to live for, but apparently that child was only good for
100 years! Children are always your children and should give you a reason to live, regardless of
their age. Marguerite is a perfect example - She has 5 children and is close to all of them and is
involved in all of their lives even though the oldest is 600! Mary (his baby mama) probably feels like
a breeder and his kids have been made to feel useless once they reach 100.

This review is going to be a bit of a mess, I just finished reading it and I usually take a day or two
before I write the review just to get everything in perspective. Anyways moving alongâ€¦.Basileios
Argeneau is a 3,538 year old immortal who is now a lawyer. I guess heâ€™s vampire in more than
one way (get it cause lawyers are considered bloodsuckersâ€¦no? Iâ€™ll stop) He is Lucian and
Victorâ€™s brother. He is said to be bossy, stubborn and quite a lot like Lucian which is why they
often have arguments and Basil prefers living in New York.Sherry Carne is the owner of a
kitchenware store in Toronto. She is also very much a mortal. Her mother died a couple of years
ago and her father abandoned her after her brothers death when she was a child. She is a
workaholic and really wants her business to thrive which is why she doesnâ€™t many friends or
other hobbies.Let me start off by saying that for quite a few years I really loved this series, it had
cool vampires, a lot of humor, sweet and soft romance with some sexy time but something changed
in the last couple of books.There was just a lot of stuff happening in the book. The romance was
practically non-existence, they only met a couple of days and while some books manage to make
me think that the protagonists are actually in love after only meeting each other a couple of days,
this book didnâ€™t. Also the I love youâ€™s came a bit too early for me considering they donâ€™t
know each other and yes I know they are meant to lifemates and most of the couples in the series
had only known each other for a small amount of time as well but those couples atleast spend a lot
together and were not just trying to find some immortal criminal or were hiding from some criminal

immortal with a whole bunch family members.
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